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WHAT PROBLEM IS THE SOLUTION TRYING TO ADDRESS?
•
•
•
•
•

Access to innovation and technology for farmers.
Maintaining food supply chain in times of conflict, shock and stress.
Gender inclusion, nutrition and livelihood preservation/increased household income
Water use efficiency.
Environmental issues by using recycled materials like pallets.

WHAT, IN BRIEF, IS THE SOLUTION?
Community gardens utilizing vertical farming tools for food security

WHAT WAS/ WERE THE SOURCE(S) FROM WHICH THIS SOLUTION EMERGED?
Google form database | A member of the WG Patience Koku on behalf of our WG

WHY IS ADDRESSING THAT PROBLEM IMPORTANT FOR ACHIEVING THE GOAL OF YOUR WORKING
GROUP?
It ensures the functionality of food systems in areas vulnerable to conflict and disasters. By;
• Deploying technology the communities food production systems are strengthened, yields increased
and livelihoods improved.
• The solution ensures Nutrition is also addressed.
• Gender inclusion; women farmers are empowered

HOW CAN THIS SOLUTION ADDRESS THAT PROBLEM?
Combining community gardening with vertical farming will give farmers access to relevant technology in
their production.
This scalable solution can be implemented utilizing minimal resources for maximum results, inspite of
disruptions to normal food production systems as a result of conflict shock or stress.

The attendant improved yield increase and continued production in times of crisis ensures food shortages
can be minimised or averted as communities in times of crisis can continue ‘to grow their own food’.
The systems can be set up even when communities are displaced with little or no pressure on already
stretched resources.
The outcome is a resilient food system that produces efficiently in ‘normal' times and functions optimally
in times of crises ensuring that food supply challenges are minimised if they cant be avoided completed.
The solution enables farmers and communities to grow more with less(water, land, input).
Through the value chain linkages ensures farmers earn more from the sale of their surplus thereby
improving livelihood. The nutrition and several health of the communities is optimised.

WHY DOES THIS SOLUTION ALIGN TO THE DEFINITION AND CRITERIA FOR A ‘GAME CHANGING
SOLUTION’ DEVELOPED BY THE SUMMIT?
The solution has great impact potential at scale, the synergy of community garden and vertical farming
is game changing as both are current tools practiced independently with vertical farming being promoted
currently in an urban context, this solution has the potential to revolutionise vegetable and fruit farming
and provide a ready to go solution in times of conflict, shock and stress where conventional farming poses
challenges or impossible. Alternative farming solutions must be encouraged to produce a resilient food
system.
The cross cutting benefits across nutrition, livelihood improvement, water use efficiency, health,
environmental and social divides make it a game changer.

WHAT IS THE CURRENT AND/OR LIKELY POLITICAL SUPPORT FOR THIS IDEA
The FAO, IFPRI,UNHCR and several organisations, institutions, and state actors.

ARE THERE CERTAIN CONTEXTS FOR WHICH THIS SOLUTION IS PARTICULARLY WELL SUITED, OR,
CONVERSELY, CONTEXTS FOR WHICH IT IS NOT WELL-SUITED AT ALL.
The solution is well suited to all contexts where food security, sustainable and efficient food systems are
promoted.
Communities can grow their own food efficiently at all times leveraging on technology whether they be
rural or urban and across times of stress, conflict or peace.
It is well suited ALL countries in various instances.

WHAT DO YOU THINK ARE THE KEY ACTIONS REQUIRED TO ADDRESS THIS SOLUTION?
Policy backing to ensure that the entire value chain is deployed.
Leveraging on institutional support from the UN, member states donor organisations and the private
sector to deploy access to finance,market,resources training.
Engaging the entire value chain from policy to implementation is vital to ensure it meets it’s full potential
as a game changing solution.

